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CHAPTER - 1



CHAPTER - I

TRANSLATION: A DISCUSSION OF DEFINITIONS AND
METHODS

INTRODUCTION:

Translation is an activity of enormous importance in

modern world. The theory of translation established a

relation between languages and is therefore considered as a

branch of contrastive linguistics. Translation is human

activity of great antiquity, long before the invention of

writings. Communication between linguistically divergent

groups must have been facilitated by bilinguals who acted

as interpreters. Translation in the 20th century has become

extremely important activity. With some 5000 languages in

the world and ever-increasing international communication

and extreme specialisation in disciplines is calling for

professional and amateur translators and language

teachers.

Translation has often been condemned as an act of

violence, parasitic and subservient to creative act. This was
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because creativity has been considered a sacred act and

translation, as it comes to us appears as second hand

product ignited by an already existing work, an extension

of a creative exercise. Translation therefore has been

argued to be the work of a disappointed or a failed writer.

However, if closely examined translation is a creative work

in its own right, because translation is a way of reading,

interpreting, criticizing and in the same process creating a

new text for those who have no access to literature in the

alien language system.

The difficulty and challenge involved in the effort of

translation emanates from the fact that it requires

expertise in two languages. As Lew (1963) puts it "a

translation is not monistic composition, but an inter-

penetration and conglomerate of two structures. On the

one hand there are the semantic content and formal

contour of the original, on the other hand the entire system

of aesthetic features bound up with language of the

translation.

For translation we need two languages. The language

from which translation is done is the source language and

the other is the target language or receptor language.
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There are some principles of translation, which are keenly

followed to make the task of translation meaningful and

resourceful. However, the principles of translation have

been subjected to significant changes in various periods

owing to changes in technological structures, social

requirements and increased communication. These factors

have enabled translation as any other branches in

literature to evolve its own history. George Steiner divided

history of translation into four periods. The first period is

characterised by immediate empirical forms, that is the

statements on theories, that arose in this period were the

direct result of the practical work of translation. The

central characteristic of the second period is the theory and

Hellenistic inquiry with development of a vocabulary in

approaching translation. The third period is a period in

which structural linguistic communication theory was

introduced into the study of translation. The fourth period

was characterised by a reversion to hermeneutic, almost

metaphysical inquiries into translation and interpretation

(George Steiner 1975; 238).

In the wake of Christianity, translation had acquired

another role, that of spreading the Gospel. The history of

the bible is the miniature representation of the western

culture. The New Testament was translated into Modern
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English for the first time by the William Tyndnl in 1926. In

his translation Tyndal made use of the principles of

translation employed by Luther that made his work

accepted as a basis for later English translation of the New

Testament.

The concept of translation was used in the medieval

education system as a writing exercise and also as a means

of improving oratorical style and the imaginative powers of

the students.

With the invention of printing in the 15th century, the

role of translation had undergone many significant

changes. Serious attempts were made to formulate a theory

of translation. Dolet (1509-40) was the first writer to

formulate a theory of translation.

The principle of translation underwent significant

changes during the 20th century due to such factors as

1) The development of communication theory.

2) The expansion of the field of structural linguistics.
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3) The application of linguistics to the study of translation

and the out growth of machine translation.

When it comes to India, Sanskrit was the dominant

source language. The leading intellectuals of the Indian

Language translated the Sanskrit texts into local

languages. Most of the translations were free renderings,

which suited the native language better.

There are two schools of thought when it comes to

translation.

First school believes that the translator has to be true

and as close as possible to the original, that the translator

has no right to deviate from the original, that any such

deviation is a case of violation of the basic text and its style

of composition. The other school clings on to the view that

translator cannot and should not blindly stick to the

original if it cramps his natural style, that he can take

liberty with the text.

The old translation is the general term referring to the

transfer of ideas and thoughts from one language to

another. Translation is the replacement of text in one

language by an equivalent text in other language.
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Translation is an operation performed on languages, a

process of substituting a text in one language for a text in

another. (Catford, 1965)

There are some other words like transference,

transliteration and transcription close to the word

'translation'. The word transference refers to an operation

in which the target language or parts of target language

text have values set up in the source language carrying the

meanings and essence of source language text.

Transliteration in an effort, which involves the replacement

of each source language letter by a target language letter

on the basis of a conventionally, established set of rules.

Transcription is a representation of phonological unit.

1.1 Definitions of Translating:

There are numerous definitions of translation, but there

is certain diversity in the definitions of translation. This is

because of the differences in the materials to be translated,

and also the purpose of translation.
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1.1.1, NIDA (1947, 1964, 1974).

According to him, translating consists, in

reproducing RL (receptor language) closest natural

equivalent of the SL (source language) message, first in

terms of meaning and secondly in terms of style. According

to him, the basis to any discussion of principles and

procedures in translation is a thorough acquaintance in

the manner in which meaning is expressed through

language as communication code. He gives importance to

the communicative aspects of translation. His views on

translation are essentially discourse oriented with a focus

on the various socio-linguistic variables, which determine

the nature of the translation. He propounds a pragmatic

theory of translation by considering the connotative or

pragrammitic as the central focus in transforming the

message from the source language to the receptor

language.

He says, "basic to any discussion of principles and

procedures in translation is a through acquaintance in the

manner in which meaning is expressed through language

as a communication code - first in terms of parts which

constitute such a code; secondly, the manner in which the

code operates; and thirdly, how such code as language is
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related to other codes. Nida in his theory of translation

gives importance to the communicative aspect of

translation. His view of translation is essentially discourse

oriented with focus on the various socio-linguistic

variables, which determine the nature of the translating.

The role of the receptor is central to his theory of

translation.

Nida attempts to study translation process in an

analytical and descriptive mould. Nida has taken

illustrations primarily from biblical materials because he

believes that biblical translations with over 1200

translations has had a long history involving many

different languages.

Nida also talks about old focus and new focus in

translation. While the old focus was on the message of the

receptor, the new focus in on the response of the receptor.

Underlying all the complications of translation is the

fundamental fact, according to Nida, that languages differ

from each other drastically. Further the fact that the

translator has the challenging task of reconciling the

conflict between form and meaning, letter and spirit to

reproduce the tone, feeling and usage of the text. Further,
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the need of the translator to deal with medium of

communication which is dynamic and constantly evolving

is of utmost importance to make the work socially

serviceable.

Nida feels that a thorough acquaintance with the

manner in which meaning is expressed in the language is

central to understanding the procedures and principles in

translation. The words of a language constitute what are

generally called symbols. There are different kinds of

symbols and signs and there are also diverse kinds of

contexts in which such elements occur. Meaning of a text

or of a word can be equated in some manner with the

'mental image' associated with the symbol. Nida however

points out to the various divergences of opinion regarding

the approach to the meaning.

Languages, according to Nida consist of more than

meanings of the symbols and combinations of words; it is

essentially a code in operation, therefore the dynamic

dimension of message transmission is to be analysed. Five

important phases of communication were identified by

Nida, which must be considered by the translator.

(1) Subject matter
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(2) The participants who engage in the communication. In

written communication, the author and the audience

both are to be considered.

(3) Process of writing or art of speech.

(4) Code used or language in quest ion with all its

dimensions .

(5) The message Nida feels tha t a really successful

t ransla t ing judged through the response from the

audience for which it is designed m u s t incorporate

newness in form, new ways of rendering old t ru ths ,

and new words in fresh combination, (as Summar i sed

in Lakshmi, 1993:58)

Nida feels tha t t rans la tor is the focal e lement in the

process of t ranslat ion and he can not be totally ignored of

personal subjectivity, since he is a par t of the cul tura l

context in which he lives. Cultural differences between

societies widely separated by time and radically divergent

degree of cul tural diversity in the contemporary society

entail the need for the t rans la tor to be completely bilingual

in source and receptor language participating at the same

time in more t h a n one cul tura l world. Nida then goes on to

deal with the qualities of a good translator at length:
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thorough knowledge of the languages and subject matter.

He says that empathy should be combined when working

with the source language and the translator should also

have capacity for literary expression and stylistic facility in

receptor language.

Nida then enumerates different types of translation.

Traditionally, he says translation has been divided into two

types. Free or paraphrastic translation contrasted with

close or literal ones. Differences in translations can

generally be accounted for by three basic factors in

translation. They are,

(1) The nature of the message.

(2) The purpose or purposes of the author and of the

translator.

(3) The type of the audience.

According to Nida, fundamentally, there are two types

of equivalence; formal and dynamic equivalence. Formal

equivalence focuses on the attention of the message itself

in both form and content while the dynamic equivalence is

based upon "the principle of equivalent effect" where the

relationship between the message and the receptor should
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be substant ial ly the same as that which existed between

original receptor and the message. Nida feels t ha t there h a s

been an increasing emphas i s on dynamic equivalence.

Nida's theory of t ranslat ion gives impor tance to the

communicat ive aspect of the process of t ransla t ion. Nida

says tha t in t ranslat ing, one m u s t seek to find closest

equivalents, as there are no absolute equivalents . Nida

identifies three fundamental criteria for the evaluation of

translat ion work. These are

(1) General efficiency of the communica t ion process .

(2) Comprehension of the content .

(3) Equivalence of the response .

If the t ranslat ion satisfies the above criteria it can be

generally termed as a good translat ion.

In this work, Nida places more importance on the

receptor. The efficiency and correctness of a t ransla t ion

depends on the unders tand ing of the average reader for

whom translat ion is intended. He feels tha t comprehens ion

of the message is the t rue test of a t ransla t ion work.
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Likewise Nida defines translation as a process "consists in

reproducing in the receptor language the closest natural

equivalent of the source language message, firstly in terms

of meaning and secondly in terms of style".

Nida says that there are essentially two different

models of translation process.

(1) Direct method in which the source language gets

translated into receptor language through a

universal linguistic structure.

(2) The second system which consists of three stages

is a more acceptable one. They are,

a) Analysis of the text for meaning and

combinations of word as also

grammatical structure.

b) Transfer.

c) Restructuring to make the receptor

language text more acceptable.
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Nida made communicative aspect central or crucial to

his theory of translation. So translation according to him is

a socio-linguistic exercise with a focus on the receptor.

Nida's approach is pragmatic and is end- oriented.

1.1.2 CATFORD (1965)

Catford defines translation as the replacement of

textual material in one language (Source Language) by

equivalent textual material in other language (Target

Language). Translation according to him is always

unidirectional (from source language to a target language).

Catford's 'A linguistic theory of translation' is an

analysis of the process of translation. It is a discussion of

the problems a translator might encounter in his effort. In

his work Catford attempts to evolve a theory of translation,

which is directed to answer general or specific problems

that may arise when any translation is undertaken. He

discusses briefly on the languages and categories of general

linguistics. His theory is based on the linguistic theory

developed by Halliday. According to Catford the theory of

translation branches out of comparative linguistics since it
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pertains to relationship between languages which make it

essentially a theory of applied linguistics.

Various issues involved in translation process like

extent, meaning, and level of languages, phonological and

graphological translation etc were examined by Catford to

evolve his theory of translation. Catford stresses on the

term 'equivalence' when he talks about translation. He says

the central task of any translation is to find out the Target

language' equivalents. Defining the nature and conditions

of 'translation equivalence' is the main aim of a translation

theory.

While discussing about translation equivalence,

Catford makes a distinction between translation

equivalence as an empirical phenomenon (which can be

discussed by comparing source language and Target

language text) on the one hand and the other hand the

underlying conditions or what he calls "justifications" of

translation equivalence.

Treating translation equivalence as an empirical

phenomenon led Catford to make a further distinction
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between textual equivalence and formal correspondence. A

textual equivalence is defined as "any target language text

or portion of text which is to be equivalent of a given source

language text or portion of text. A formal correspondent is

defined as "any target language category which can be said

to occupy, as nearly as possible, the same place in the

economy of the target language as the given source

language category occupies in the source language. Catford

uses the process of communication for discerning textual

equivalence. Through communication systematic changes

are to be introduced in the source language text and the

consequent changes in the target language text are to be

observed. Formal correspondence between the source

language text and target language text can be established

at relatively abstract levels. Catford uses an example to

explain this concept: he identifies two languages (English

and French) which operate with grammatical units at given

ranks and concludes that there is formal correspondence

between the two hierarchies of units. This correspondence

is to be used as a frame of reference for identifying

correspondence at lower levels. It is to be realized that

formal correspondence operates at abstract level only with

approximation. However Catford feels that formal

correspondence is an essential basis for the discussion of

problems which are important for translation theory and

necessary for its application.
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Conditions for translation equivalence is said to occur

when a source language and a target language text or item

are relatable to (at least some of) same features of

substance. Catford feels that these conditions for

translation equivalence demands that source language and

target language text should be relatable to the same

features of substance.

Catford defines some broad types or categories of

translations relating to extent, levels and ranks of

translation. Based on extent of source language text which

is subjected to translation, he distinguishes between full

translation, where every part of source language text is

replaced by target language text material through

translation and partial translation where some parts of

source language text are left untranslated and or

incorporated in the target language text. Secondly, based

on levels of language involved in translation, Catford

differentiates between total translation-which involves

translation at all levels viz., grammar, Lexis, phonological

and graphological levels and partial translation, which

involves translation at one or two levels. Finally based on

rank, Catford makes a distinction between rank bound
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translation and unbounded translation. Unbounded

translation is also called literal translation and is rank free.

Catford analyses the importance of 'meaning' in

translation. Meaning captures the essence of the text and

meaningful translation also can transfer the essence.

Meaning is defined as "total network of relations entered

into by any linguistic form". Catford discusses two kinds of

relations entered into by the formal linguistic units of

grammar and Lexis. These relations are (1) formal relations

and (2) contextual relations. The relations between one

formal item and others in the same language are called

formal relations. Contextual relations according to Catford

are the relationships of grammatical or lexical items to

linguistically relevant elements in the situations in which

the items operate in texts. Catford states that the formal

and contextual meaning of source language and target

language items can rarely be the same. Each language

carries with it its own meaning since message is the

property of a language. Catford thus proceeds into making

a distinction between transference and translation. In

transference there is an implantation of source language

meaning into target text. In translation, there is
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substitution of target language meaning for source

language meaning.

While discussing the limits of translatability, Catford

makes it clear that translatability is a function of many

factors. It is conditioned by role of language varieties. He

feels that there cannot be a clear-cut dichotomy between

translatability and untranslatability because the source

language texts are more or less translatable rather than

absolutely translatable or untranslatable.

The limits of translatability are difficult to state, as

the limits that are accounted for are difficult to understand

due to linguistic ambiguities which may be functional or

cultural. Polysemy of a source language item is the target

language is a condition of untranslatability. Similarly

oligosemy which means that some specific items in the

source language, which convey a narrow constricted

meaning with no lexical item correspondingly in the target

language also leads to untranslatability.
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1.1.3 Newmark's contribution:

Newmark defines translation as "a craft counting in

the attempt to replace a written and / or oral statement in

one language by the same message and / or statement in

another language. His contribution to the theory of

translation is the detailed treatment of semantic v/s

communicative translation. Translation theory according to

him must be concerned with the full range of text types

and their corresponding translations. "Approaches to

Translation" (1981) of Newmark is generally considered an

improvement over the theory of translation propounded by

Nida. Following Nida, Newmark also placed excessive

importance on the concept of communicative treatment of

the translation i.e., he placed emphasis on the receptor, his

role and his comprehension. His other concern uses the

semantic treatment of the original text. Newmark based

his theory of translation on Buhler's statement of the

function of language.

Newmark says that translation, as a process is a

complicated operation with various forces operating in

various directions. Often operating in opposite directions

also; an example of this fact may be the divergent cultural

traits of the source language and the receptor language.
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However, he feels that translation can act like a bridge

between the divergent cultures and can help in

transmitting cultural value, truths etc. In this way, he

brings out the dynamics of translation as a process which

can operate to assimilate within its stride even divergent

processes and societal institutions. Thus, Newmark makes

translation both a semantic and communicative exercise.

Translation theory according to Newmark should

firstly, identify and define a translation problem. Secondly,

it has to indicate all the factors that have to be taken into

account in solving the problem. Thirdly, it has to list out all

the translation procedures and finally, to recommend the

most suitable procedure and an appropriate translation.

Translator has to make a distinction between a

literary and a non-literary text. In a non-literary text, the

translator should look for an 'underlife' and he should

realise that denotations of a word usually come before the

connotations. But, in a literary text, he has to give

precedence to its connotations. The translator should also

take note of cultural aspect of the source text. The

translator should also divide as the likely setting of target

language, type of target language readership and also the
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intention of the translation. Apart from these, the

translator also should make an intuitive search for the

intention of the text and there should be an attempt to

characterize the readership of the original.

According to Newmark, t ransla t ion procedure s t a r t s

with choosing a method of approach. Secondly, t ransla t ion

should operate with four levels more or less conscioushy in

mind.

1) Source language text level- level of language, which is to

be maintained throughout .

2) Referential level- visualization of the objects and build

up which is essential first for proper comprehens ion and

finally for efficient reproduction.

3) The cohesive level which encompasses both

comprehension and reproduct ion and

4) Level of na tu ra lness - to see the deviations, if any,

between the au thor ' s level he is pu r su ing a n d the

na tura l level.
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Newmark says that there are two approaches to

translation, which are basic. However, there might be many

compromises between them. First approach is to translate

sentence by sentence for a considerable extent to get the

feel and tone of the text and then review the position and

then translate rest of the text. This approach according to

Newmark is useful for literary translation. The second

approach is to read the whole text two or three times, find

the intention, tone, and mark the difficult words and

passages and start translation only when the translator

properly comprehends his intentions and task.

Regarding translation methods, Newmark says that

semantic translation is used for expressive texts and

communicative translation for information and vocative

texts. However based on the emphasis, translation can be

source language emphasized or target language

emphasized.
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Source language - emphasized:

Word for word translation

Literal translation

Faithful translation

Semantic translation

Target language - emphasized:

Adaptations

Free translation

Idiomatic translation

Communicative translation,
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Newmark places emphasis on equivalence effect as

the important guide for efficiency in the effort at

translation. He says that the purpose of his theory of

translation is to be of service to the translator acting as a

link between translation theory and practice.

1.2 Methods

Methods of translation were debated more than any

thing else. This pertains to the extent of literal translation

and free translation. Up to the beginning of 19th century,

many writers followed free translation. From the turn of

19th century, translation was asked to be as literal as

possible. By far, Newmark gave the most systematic

clarification of methods. It is as follows.

Word for Word Translation:

Methodologically, word for word translation focuses

on formal correspondence, where in the specific form of the

source text is seen as its most important feature and seeks

to produce a counterpart in a receptor language whose

form corresponds to the original text as nearly as possible.
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To achieve this aim, a word in the source language is

reproduced as far as possible in correspondence with a

word in receptor language. Whenever possible, both word

order and syntactic structure are preserved.

The source language word is maintained and the

words are translated to the nearest meaning in the receptor

language out of context. The main use for word for word

translation is to understand the mechanisms of source

language and translate word for word translation, a

difficult text as a pre translation exercise.

Communicative translation:

It attempts to produce on its readers an effect as close

as possible to that obtained on the readers of the original.

Communicative translation addresses itself to the second

reader, does not anticipate difficulties or absentities, and

would expect a generous transfer of foreign elements into

his own culture as well as his language where necessary.

Basically, a communicative translation is simple, clear,

more direct, more conventional, conforming to a particular

register of language, tending to under- translate. However,

in communicative, as in semantic translation, word for a
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word is not only the best, it is the only valid method for

translation. In communicative translation, the translator is

trying in his own language to write a little better than the

original, unless he is reproducing the well established

notices or correspondence. Communicative translation is

concerned mainly with the receptors, usually in the context

of language and cultural variety. Most non-literary

writings, journalism, informative articles and good text

book reports. Scientific and technological writing, non-

personal correspondence, popular fiction etc., are the

materials, which suit communicative translation.

Semantic Translation:

Semantic translation attempts to render, as closely as

the semantic and syntactic structures of the second

language. It allows the exact contextual translation of the

original. Semantic translation remains within the original

culture and assists the reader only in its connotations if

they constitute the essential human message of the text.

Semantic translation is more informative but less effective.

It tends to be more complex, more detailed, more

concentrated and process the thought-processes rather

than the intention of the translator. It tends to over

translate, to be more specific than the original, to include
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more meanings in its search for one nuance of meaning.

Original expression, where the specific language of the

speaker or writer is as important as the content. Whether it

is philosophical, religious, political, scientific, technical or

literary it needs to be translated semantically.

Literal Translation:

The grammatical constructs in the source language

are translated to the nearest equivalence in the target

language, but the lexical words are translated simply, out

of context, this method is used to solve the problems, as a

part of a pre-translation process.

Faithful Translation:

A faithful translation is done reproducing the exact

contextual meaning of the original within the limitations of

the target language's grammatical structures. It transfers

the cultural words and preserves the degree of grammatical

and lexical deviation from source language in the
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translation. Effort is made to stick faithfully to the

intentions and text-realisations of the writer in source

language.

Adaptation:

This method is considered to be the 'freest' form of

translation. Adaptation is mostly used for comic plays and

poetry preserving the themes, characters, plots, the source

language culture converted to the target language culture

and the text rewritten.

Free Translation:

This method by some is not considered as translation

at all. It reproduces the matter without the manner, on the

context without the form of the original. Usually it is a

parasite different and much longer than the original, as so-

called 'intra lingual translation' after lengthy-complex and

presentations.
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Idiomatic Translation:

Many scholars consider this method as a form of lively

and natural translation. Idiomatic translation reproduces

the message of original but twist the subtitles of meaning

by preferring idioms and colloquialisms which do not exist

in the original source text.
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CHAPTER - 2

NEWS HEADLINES: NATURE AND FUNCTIONS

2.0 INTRODUCTION

The headline is a phrase, which provides a brief summary of

the text, which is in detail in any print media. In Telugu

headlines are generally referred as 'Siirshikalu'. Headlines are

used to give an idea or brief account of the content of the news or

information that is in detail. We often come across

advertisements of various products. These advertisements are

featured colorfully and figuratively in magazines, journals and

various other print media by business concerns with a view to

sell their product. For example: Tooth Paste, Cycle, Motor Cars

Soaps etc. If the idea behind such advertisements is to sell the

product, headlines are used to sell the newspapers, i.e. the

headlines attract the buyers (readers) of the newspapers.

In newspapers we find lot of news. They are printed in a

uniform type and font size. They divide and exhibit various news

separately for the convenience of the readers. They follow various

methods. They divide every page into vertical, rectangular/ boxes

of news, put headlines in between these boxes so as to enable the

reader to identify the news of his/her interest.

2.1 NATURE OF THE HEADLINES:

Headlines do not have more than one or two sentences. To
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take a rapid glance at the news, headlines are very helpful. The

usage of bigger fonts for the headl ines makes news more

attractive and look ornamenta l in between uniform news

columns. But their main aim is to help the reader to get an idea

about the news within few seconds since large n u m b e r of the

readers may not spend more time for details. Headlines provide

faster and clear idea about the detailed news in the newspaper .

The headl ines in newspapers do not resemble cut capt ions

or symbols. A headline tha t is not properly featured is as good as

being non-existence, as many journa l i s t s believe. Every story or

news does not need an introduction. But a headline is

necessary. To write a good headline the following character is t ics

arc necessary.

a) Usage of language symbols should be described and the

news content ha s to be increased.

b) Commonly heard contemporary words should be

effectively used.

c) The connotative and denotative meanings of the words

used in the headlines have to be properly gauged.

d) Words tha t are used should be unders tood easily by the

maximum n u m b e r of the readers .

e) Effective utilization of space is necessary and at the same

time the headline should be attractive and as short as

possible.

f) Sentences that are formulated should be clear and

concise.
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In a printed text, headlines are read by many people, if they

arc clear and bold enough to catch the attention of the readers.

They are usually different from the language used in the printed

text, as it has its own structure and contents. Headlines occupy

less space as they are short lengthwise and hence consume less

time so that they can be read at a single glance as they are

printed in bold letters and large in size.

Garst and Bernstein (Mardh 1980, as cited in Bharani,

1996: ) stated, "that headlines are governed essentially by the

requirement of utility". In creating interest and curiosity among

the readers, headlines play a crucial role, as their language has

its own grammar. It can also provide a brief summary of the text.

It is the choice of the reader, whether to read the whole text or

not.

Straumann (Bharani, 1996: ) called headlines 'block

language' includes various other natural languages like posters,

labels, and telegrams. Block language has grammatical units

lower than that of a sentence or clause. Headlines are, in a

sense, the results of the ellipsis since they are modified and

limited to noun phrases. For example there is omission of

articles, various forms of copula verb 'be', and other model

auxiliaries in English.

Headlines too have the feature of economy of grammar, like

pidgins, child language, and telegraphic language. They are
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economical and effective in communication with their extreme

brevity.

Our discussion of the nature and functions of headlines in

this chapter is largely based on Narravula Subbarao (1969),

Alberta Sutton (1971), Budaraju Radhakrishna (1995).

2.1.1 FORMS OF HEADLINES:

In view of the news story it accompanies, a headline may

consist of one or more parts, which could otherwise be called as

units, each of which deal with different facts drawn from that

story. All these units together make up a complete headline.

Each of the individual parts, which are made of one or more lines

are separated either by a white space or a dash which is called a

'deck'. These decks are used to put forward the facts according

to their importance. Only one deck may be employed in a

headline, but if necessary two or more can also be used.

Subsequently the larger deck is the important deck while the

smaller decks become subordinate decks.

The first step in planning the headlines is deciding upon the

form or forms, of headlines, that are to be used in the English

and Telugu newspapers. There are several styles and forms that

can be used in writing headlines. Most of the popular newspapers

use certain forms of headlines more frequently. According to

Narrala Subbarao (1996: p.59). most of the Telugu newspapers

commonly use banner heads for their best news. Whereas
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American newspapers have been found using pyramid, inverted

pyramid, flush left, flush right very often. Such a usage some

times gives an identity to newspapers. Some of the popular

headline forms are mentioned below. However, we do not find

some examples in Telugu due to factor of writing system and

printing technology.

a) The cross-line: This is one of the simplest forms available.

It basically consists of a single line and one or more

columns in width. It may run flush on both sides or words

and is centered in measure. Many newspapers commonly

use this type. When headlines have one or more columns,

cross line is employed to give variety. It is used frequently

to give a formal look. However, this is not a popular

headline today.

EX: English V i c t o r y for PM

b) The Drop-line: This type is also known as the 'step line' or

'step head' because the lines in this type are indented and

step down uniformly and progressively from the left. It

usually consists of two or three lines. The drop line form is

used as the main headline as the top deck, when the news

has two or more decks.

Ex: English: Fact ionis ts
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Open fire

One injured
Telugu:

c) The Inverted pyramid: This form is usually employed more

as a subordinate deck in a headline. It generally consists of

three lines, write the top line exceeding all the way across

the column. The next two lines are set to be shorter than

the one above, with words centered according to the count

or measure. It is one of the difficult forms of headlines as it

takes more time of the sub-editor's time in setting. Still it is

one of the most widely used forms of headlines. It is mostly

used as a subordinate deck.

Ex: English: After the Bad Guys,

CVC to name the

Good Guys
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d) The Hanging intention: The desire to include more lines

into the headlines have resulted in this type of headline.

Like most of the smaller types of headlines, this type is also

used as a subordinate deck. The first line is set to flush on

both the sides; and the other lines that follow are indented

from the left with an even amount of space.

Ex: English : IB Unearths Plot

•To assassinate

Chief Minister

Telugu:

e) The Flush left: It is one of the modern headline forms. It is

simple in its design and provides for a lot of freedom in

writing headlines. In this type there are one or more lines
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and the lines are always set to flush to the left hand side of

the column. There is no hard and fast rule that any one of

the lines should be longest but that a uniform style has to

be maintained for better results. In most newspapers it is

used as the top deck and also as a subordinate deck. There

may be certain modifications in this form. Some of them

have been named as 'modified flush left' or 'square

indention' etc. It has gained huge popularity and is widely

used. This is because it is very easy to write and provides

lot of flexibility in unit count. This headline gives a greater

feeling of airiness and freedom to the page through white

spaces.

Ex: English. Center acts on

Postal Strike

Calls it illegal

Telugu:

f) The Spread: A headline or deck, which extends over two or

more columns in length, is known as the 'spread'. The
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flush-left, the drop-line and the cross line are the most

common headlines used in the spread.

The above-mentioned forms of headlines are very popular and

most commonly used in most of the newspapers and magazines.

There are various other headline forms or styles, which are used

less commonly used or out of use. Some such forms of headlines

arc listed to know the variety in headline forms.

Ex: English:

Gore disagrees with court verdict,

Accepts defeat; Clinton pats both

a) The Flush line: The unit count in this form of headline

must be exact in order to avoid, unwanted amount of white

space between the letters or words. Hence, sub editors take

great care while writing these headlines. It is the flush-left

form taken to it extremes. The amount of white space is

reduced between the words to a minimum and the headline

looks crowded and uninviting. In most of the newspapers

this headline is replaced by the flush-left due to its greater
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simplicity.

English:

Bush to work for

Kashmir Peace

Seeks help China

Telugu:

b) The Astonisher: It belongs to one of the recent trends in

headlines. In this type, a smaller line is set in a smaller

type above the main deck. This smaller typed line is a

striking statement or facts or idioms, which are intended to

gain the attention of the reader. Occasionally it reads into

the main deck. This is also called the 'read in' headline,

'over line' headline. Or 'whip-lash'.

Ex: English: Crime on Wheels

Black Yamaha gang scores

51 fits in a year
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Telugu:

c) The Rocket: In the rocket style of headline, the lead itself

starts with a headline and takes the reader into the story. It

is the most unorthodox form of headlines. It is called so

because of the 'stream-lined' principle involved. Making use

of the flush-left, the first word is capitalized and all the

others, which follow, are handled the way they appear in

ordinary composition writing. To write such headlines

reporters require training and rewriting leads to different

stories that will make the headline impractical.

This type headline not seen in the Indian Newspapers both

English and Telugu.

Ex: English: Great trouble

has developed
In view country

Over the naming of
New officers who are
To handle distribution

Of funds collected for use in

Feeding and clothing victims
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Of the recent storms and floods

Which swept over the area two

weeks ago

Telugu:

d) The Jump head: Long articles or stories make it difficult,

sometime to print the stories in the same page. This

becomes more difficult if we want a pleasing page-design.

Most papers carry their stories over the other pages in order

to pass the reader inside the paper. When part of the story

is continued to another page, it is accompanied by what is
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called a hump head to help the reader to find the material

carried over.

Ex: English: Night riders

Storm City

Streets
(continued from page 1)

Telugu:

e) Boxed heads: Borders or lines are drawn around a headline

to give it prominence. Such deadlines are called boxed

heads. Box heads are loosing their importance, as there is

heavy stress in using headlines, which are as simple as

possible. But still in some newspapers we find usage of box

heads. If lines on all four sides do not surround the

headline, then it is called the 'modified Box head'. To

separate a story from another story box head is used in a

same column.

Ex: English :

Vajpai to expand ministry
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3

f) Folo heads: Folo head is used when news, which relates to

the main story needs additions. This is done when various
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related materials about the main story are put together in

the same columns. Some use flush-left, box heads, small

type size heads etc., for folo heads.

Ex: English: George E. Buner of amden,

CIOPAC backed democrat,

said shortly before that on

the basis of unofficial

returns he considered

Smith's election.

Charlesston, W, V.A, November 5

United states Sen. Kilgore,

whose bid for reelection was

the subject of a vigorous

campaign fight by the

national democratic

administration, was engage

in a close battle with

Republican Thomas

B.Sweeney with almost two-

thirds of the West Virginia

election ballots reported

tonight.

Note: There is no example in Telugu newspapers

g) Sub heads: To break up long columns of big stories
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subheads are used for every two or three paragraphs to

throw some light on the importance of various aspects of

the story. The most common type of sub-head is single

straight line with capital letters, set centered in between the

column.

Ex: English: King size fan

Morocco's red-hot

favourite for the

1500 m Hicham El

guenai got some

top level suppor t

before his run in

the semi final last

night. The nor th

African country 's

king Mohammad

VI rang El

Guerrouj, whose

hopes of gold in

Atlanta four years

ago were s luppered

by a fall when he

was spiked, "the

king rang me to

wish me good

luck" said El
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Guerroj.

Telugu:

2.1.2 SELECTING TYPE FOR HEADLINES:

There are several considerations in selecting the type of

headline. Any type that is chosen should be easier to read, and

be attractive and novel. Above all they should be well fitted to the

purpose for which the headlines are needed i.e., announcing and

summarizing the news in a manner that readers can grasp the

meaning of the news with a quick look at the headlines.
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There are many families of types from which one can choose

the desired headl ines. E.g.: Old style Roman, Modern Roman,

Chel tenham, Caslon, Century, Gothic etc. But the best resul t s

are only possible when one selected type is properly harmonized

with the other type.

According to Alberta Sut ton (1971:289) there are three k inds of

harmony. They are

a) Monotypographic ha rmony

b) Adjacent ha rmony

c) Complementary harmony

Monotypographic harmony involves choosing the type form

from only one family. It is the simplest and easiest ha rmony in

headline building. The use of two or more families of type

together, which are very similar in design, and , which fall only

next to one another in type ha rmony wheel, is known as adjacent

harmony. For ins tance old Roman can be used with Modern

Roman, Modern Roman with a Square Serif design and a Square-

Serif with a type from Gothic race. Greatest cont ras t can be

obtained by employing types tha t resul t in complimentary

harmony. This happens when families tha t live opposite to each

other on the type ha rmony wheel are used. For example a Gothic

design could be used complementarily with more decorative old

style Romans such as Caslon, Goudy or Garamond.

From among the three ha rmony k inds discussed, the
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monotypographic harmony is the simplest and the safest. But

while using adjacent harmony and complementary harmony,

great care has to be taken in selecting the types, for it may result

in undesirable effects. The greater problem may arise in the case

of too many families of type in the same headline schedule.

Excellent results can be obtained by using two or three

families of type in a headline schedule. In every instance, close

attention must also be paid to the selection of type families that

possess common characteristics, since the degree of harmony

depends upon similarities in design. Most commonly used

designs in newspapers are Modern Roman, Gothic, Square Serif

and Bodoni etc.

EX: Example: 1 Haz commit tee fixes

exchange rate

2. City Group announces

1 million grant to ISB
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2.1.3 LEGILIBILITY OF HEADLINES:

Legibility of headlines is very important, if the legibility is

absent, then the very aim of headlines is negated. Most of the

headlines in newspapers are generally one column in width and

this column width is a very small place to accommodate large size

fonts. Despite this restriction, the types used must be large

enough and bold enough to command attention of the reader.

Most of the newspapers have tried to come over this

problem by using condensed faces in their headlines, which were

usually set in capital letters. Such a practice is still on in the

print media in most of the countries. Many tests have shown

that the readability of the condensed faces is much more difficult

than the regular faces and that they greatly effect the reading

spread. Accordingly now-a-days most of the newspapers have

replaced these condensed faces with more legible faces.

Through scientific investigations, leading type-founders and

manufacturers of typecasting machines have introduced new

condensed typefaces, which are specifically meant for headlines.

Such fonts could increase the readability and legibility of the

headlines.

Setting the headlines in full-caps is a poor practice. A

person in his lifetime reads more of printed material that is set in
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caps and lower-case. As this type is very familiar to him he

prefers it the most. Lines written in caps and lower-case are

much faster to read and this is done with great ease. If at all full

caps are to be used, it should be restricted to those occasions,

where a special emphasis is needed.

Another important criterion that is to be remembered in

connection with legibility of type is that sufficient spacing should

be given between the words and lines. Frequent mistakes and

retardation of speed in reading headlines is caused with over

crowding of words and lines in headlines.

Ex: English: PANCHAYAT MEET

IN CITY

FROM DEC 8

Face - to - Face

Turn in to Farce

Telugu:

2.1.4 FITTING TYPES AND HEADLINE FORMS:

Another important phase in a headline design, which is as

important as any other phase, is fitting the type chosen to the
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farm or forms, to which they are best, adopted. If we consider

four most commonly used headlines namely, the Flush-left, the

Hanging Indention, the Drop line and the Inverted Pyramid, we

can conclude upon certain fitting types to suit them. For

instance, Gothic Square-Serif type is the best suited to Flush-left

because of their extreme plainness. Bodoni, with its classic

geometric design, there and straight line Serifs and their clear-

cut appearance can also be well fitted for a Flush-left. Similarly

Century and Cheltenham, which are members of Mixed Roman

group, are best for Hanging Indention, since it also is a plain

design in which straight-line effects predominate.

For Drop-line or Inverted Pyramid headline forms, which

contain a lot of variations, the best types would be those, which

are more decorative in nature. Old style Romans, which has

Scanting Serifs, off balance shadings and curved design is well

suited for Drop-line or Inverted Pyramid. Goudy, Garamond,

Caslon and more decorative scripts and cursives fall into this

category.

The choice forms of headlines should be regulated by the

nature of the design of the types that are to be used in the

headline schedule. Forms, which are plain and simple, should be

placed with types with similar characteristics and forms, which

have a wide range of variations, should be placed with types,

which are more decorative. The width of the given type of design

also plays an important role. For example Caslon, which has a

wide face cannot be used for a headline that is one column in
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width, as the space is insufficient. However, Bodoni in which the

letters are closely knit and are small is well suited for letters

space of a column.

2.1.5 UNIT COUNT IN HEADLINE:

A sub-editor must work rapidly and produce a copy of the

headline with out any delay and send it to the operator on the

typecasting machine or a computer. If the headlines have to be

readable and uniform, the lines, the words and the letters must

contain the right amount of spacing.

In order to meet these requirements a reliable guide has

been formed. Such a guide which is used in writing headlines is

referred to as 'counting in' of headlines. All though a single

system cannot be adopted without modification for all typefaces,

copy editors and printers have devised general plan for 'counting

in' of headlines.

The formula is based upon an assumption that most of the

fonts used are of the same width and considered as one unit.

Any other fonts that are either narrower or wider than the letters

of average width are given values proportionate to their variance.

This system has two parts.

a) One that applies for capitals and lower-case letters.

b) One that applies for all-capital letters.

While designing the headlines a count for caps and lower case
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headlines is available in English newspapers. Whereas such a

count or measure is not available in Telugu newspapers because

in Telugu capital letters are absent and the capitals are denoted

only by size. A totally different method based on assumption and

common sense is used in designing headlines for Telugu

newspapers.

Ex: English:

Lower-case letters i, f, l, j,

and t

Lower-case letters m and w

All other lower-case letters

Capital I

Capitals M and W

All other capital letters

Punctuation marks

Figure 1

All other figures

Spaces between words

1/2 unit

11/2

units

1 unit

1 unit

2 units

11/2

units

1/2 unit

1/2 unit

1 unit

1 unit

Application of this system to a typical drop-line headline would

be made in the following manner:

SONIA ASKS TO =11

EXPLAIN LEGAL = 1 4

SOMER SAULT = 1O1/2
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A different count is necessary for headlines set in all-caps. The

method generally followed is:

Capital

Capitals M and W

All other letters

Punctuation marks

Figure 1

All other figures

Spaces between

words

1/2

unit

11/2

units

1 unit

1/2

unit

1/2

unit

1 unit

1/2

unit

A drop-line headline set in all caps would be counted thus:

FLOOD VICTIMS 11.

YET TO GET RELIEF 13

SAYS BJP PARTY 12

In headline forms like the Drop-line of the Inverted Pyramid, the

extreme care in unit-count is necessary if a good symmetrical

design is to be maintained. Once the count for a headline is

accomplished care should be taken to stay in the limits indicated.

Each form needs an individual treatment. For instance, the
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number of lines in a line in the Flush-left form need not

necessarily be exact since this form itself lends to a more

informal treatment. Crowding of lines should also be avoided.

Proper spacing and white spaces have to be given to avoid a

spotted image of headlines. The only safe plan to write a good

headline is to follow the unit counts established for each headline

for the schedule.

Every sub-editor should always mind that headlines cannot

be shrunk or extended according to his whims and fancies and

for a pleasing headline design, everything depends upon his

ability to prepare headline that conforms to the adopted system

of unit count.

In English there are 26 letters in two varieties known as

Capitals and Small letters. But in Telugu many letters can be

drawn including stresses. For instance: £o)i$je6J°i$ £> <3 & £>

In the above Telugu sentence there are so many Stress can be

found like . In this particular word could be counted

twice, in the same manner, there will be a great number of

letters. Hence it will be very difficult to count the units in Telugu

language as we could do in English in a easy way.

In Telugu there are more or less 50-60 letter styles are there

in Telugu newspapers. For Example:

Hemalatha, Harshapriya, Vennela, Godavari, Krishna,
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Nannaya, Tikkana, Gurajada will be used rapidly in Telugu

newspapers. Hence in Telugu newspapers there are no particular

rules. They have kept some rules as we mentioned above, but

according to their convenience with the development of electronic

media, so many improvements can be seen in regional languages.

And still some researches are being done in this regard.

Nevertheless we can not escape from some of the typical

problems especially in this particular case.

2.1.6 THE HEADLINE SCHEDULE:

A headline schedule is simply the collection of all the

headlines used by a newspaper. It consists of examples of every

form and style of headlines in a large sheet for a handling

convenience. The unit counts of the headlines are also

mentioned in the schedule. Copies of the headline schedule are

provided to editors, sub-editors, machine/ computer operators

and all other personnel who have any thing to do with the type

and the make of the newspapers.

Every headline in the headline schedule is given separate

identity and complete specifications as to the type employed, its

size and column width etc. The unit counts help the operator to

glance at the headline schedule and determine the exact style to

be followed in setting it.

Such a system as headline schedule is very valuable as the

work in every department is simplified and coordinated. A
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lot of time is saved and chances of errors are minimized. Though

strict adherence to the headline schedule cannot be over

emphasized, it becomes a duty of every employee to know about

the headline styles: the kind and size of types employed, the

problems involved in headline production etc.

Every newspaper, in order to preserve its individuality

always tries to build a headline schedule that is different from

other newspapers. As there is no standard formula followed in

deciding upon a headline schedule there are various schedules

for various newspapers. Some are very simple, some are only one

type family, selection of styles of headlines is more in some and

some have a very small number of headlines. Whatever plan is

decided upon, harmony of the elements, simplicity of the design,

legibility of the forms etc, should always be taken care of by a

headline writer. Though there is great variety in headline

schedules, newspapers follows almost a same pattern in many

respects, since the purposes are fundamentally the same

regardless of the styles that are employed.

Headlines included in schedule may be classified according

to the uses for which they are intended and the kind of job that

they have to perform. In general, they fall into the following

groups.

a) Large headlines, Banners and Spreads.

b) Top heads.

c) Secondary heads.

d) Subordinate heads.
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e) Contrast heads.

f) Special feature and departmental heads.

a. BANNER HEADS:

When the best and the strongest possible display is desired

the banner heads are used, as their width extends the way across

the page and can be set in very large, bold type of fonts. The size

factor of the types used comes into picture keeping in view the

importance of the story. The range of the Banner heads extends

forms 72 points to 120 points, or even larger in certain instances.

Bolder, larger, open-faced types are usually used in banner

heads, since the banner holds the best position on the page and

it should be strong and bold. Any weakness in such headlines is

unwanted and undesirable.

In view of their important position in the page the types

used to banner heads are generally set in Bodoni Bold, Bodoni

Bold Italic, Gothic face types such as Tempo, Spartan and

Railroad Gothic etc. The usage of bold and italics depends upon

how many banners are there in the page. If there is only one

banner bold face Roman or Gothic are used. If there are two

banners, the first being bold, the second line is general set in

italics of the same face or in a face that harmonizes satisfactorily.

Another important aspect in writing headlines is the

question of lower case Vs all caps. It has already been mentioned

that headlines set in lower case and all caps are more legible, and

most desirable from the standpoint of the reader.
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However some newspapers are still using all caps for major

headlines like Banner heads. When two heads exist in the same

banner then both should not be set in all-caps. The best possible

style here would be to have the first line set in bold and the

second in italics. The second line could be little smaller typed in

size than the first line.

A common practice in newspapers is to have banners read

out into the last column which is also termed as 'turn' column

when it is followed by one or more decks which carry the reader

on down into the story. Some times a deck of two or more

columns is used for this purpose or the first deck may be two

columns wide and the second deck one column wide, which look

graded down into the news gradually. However there are no

established rules in writing the stories along with their head. The

stories could be carried into another page according to the

desirable page make-up. Various newspapers follow their own

methods of Banner heads, their decks and the story, which

continues these heads.

To separate one banner from the other many newspapers

simply use white space and some use a long dash or a cut-offline

between banners. Care should be taken in cutting the banners

with the line, where this line is to be as simple as possible so that

it will not distract the readers' attention from the headlines it

accompanies.

Ex: English : 1. Hizb, lashkar reject
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Ceasefire offer

2. KARUNANIDHI WARNS AGAINST SECESSIONIST FORCES

T.N. revives STF operations
Telugu:

b. SPREAD HEADS:

For important and heavy display purposes after the banner

comes the spread or spread heads. They display the biggest news

of the day with the banner heads. Generally the spread heads

that are found in the schedule are of the two column and the

three-column variety. They may consist of one or more decks

with different widths depending on the importance of the story

and the effects that are desired on the page.

In a two column head, the first deck ordinarily consists of 24-30-,

Or 36 points type. The second deck is generally set in 14 point,

which provides good gradual decrease down into a smaller body-

type of the story, which follows. The width of the heads differs

invariably affecting the number of decks it has and their width.
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Another type of spread head is one which spreds across

several columns under the banner head. It consists of a single

line, which stretches across columns. If the banner ends in the

Eighth column then the spread opens in the first column. The

decks of these spread heads vary accordingly in number and

width.

Some times two or three spreads may be featured beside

each other in a single page. They are 2 or 3 columns in width

and their decks fall under them which are in smaller type and

narrower in width.

Many other combinations of spread heads could be found in

most of the newspapers because of their adaptability to many

situations, which need special treatment. Because of its extreme

versatility some papers make the mistake of mixing too many

forms with it in one complete headline and end up in confusion

and a design that is not pleasing.

Speaking for the spreads, many writers say that it reduces

the necessity of running large banners everyday in the

newspapers. Prominent display can be given to more than one

story through the spreads. Through spreads more play can be

awarded to important stories of the day. Reducing or increasing

their column width and the number of lines to the deck can

control its size. By using the spread-heads news can be

displayed in a very clear cut and directed manner and strong
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emphasis can be obtained when the occasion demands unless

and until the news is smashingly important. The banners are not

that useful, but spreads could be used more frequently

depending upon the occasion. The advisability of banner

headlines every-day, regardless of the importance of the news is

only needed when there is heavy competition. But properly used

spreads, can often prove very useful and effective in the long run.

Ex. English: BJP chief takes exception to CMs

remark against centre

Telugu:

c. TOP-HEADS:

From the s tandpoint of display Top-Heads come after the

banne r s and spreads . They are called Top-Heads because they

feature on the top of the page over some of the biggest and

important stories of the day. It is difficult to find uniformity in

the newspapers as to the n u m b e r of decks or styles of the forms

used in these Top-Heads. However from the general s tudy of

newspapers we may find three types of Top-Heads, namely:

(a) Multiple deck headline,

(b) Two deck headline,

(c) Single deck headline.
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For multiple deck Top-Heads, the form combined is four or

sometimes more than four. In this particular style of head the

top most deck casually consists of three to four times. The

letters used are generally of the bold face type, which are set in

about 30 to 36 points. The second deck is smaller than the first

and may vary in the type used. This deck is generally set in 14

point bold face. The third deck ordinarily set in larger type than

that in the second and the fourth decks, which might be set in 18

point bold face.

Many newspapers have turned to two decks Top-Heads for

their top stories. It occupies less space down the column and

creates space, good enough for heads to give a good summary of

the news. Wherever the two deck headlines are used the first

deck generally consists of three times in 30 point larger type and

the second deck may be 14 point. This variation may differ from

one newspaper to another. During the world war II several

newspapers in order to conserve space had only one deck for

their Top-Heads. Such heads had a single deck set in 30 point

type or larger. Such an arrangement causes a great contrast on

the page since, the difference in size and boldness from the

headline to the body type is large and no smaller decks are

provided to give tone gradation down towards the reading matter.

Ex: English: Dravid Tendulkar flay Zimbabwe attack
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d. SECONDARY HEADS:

There are various other stories which need prominence in

display other than top stories which fall under top-heads. Such

headings and stories are placed above the fold, and they are

referred to as secondary heads.

In the headline schedule of most of the newspapers there

are one or two types of secondary heads and some may have

three or four. Such a provision gives the sub-editor considerable

freedom in selecting headlines that will assure a good design on

the upper half of the page. Usually the same style and method is

used in secondary heads as in the top heads. The secondary

heads may have one to two decks. The top deck may consist of

two lines or in some instances 3 lines. The second deck consists

of 3 to 4 lines and their size and type is same as that of the top

heads' second deck. If two secondary heads are included, the no.

3 headline, each consisting of two lines, with the first deck set in

24-point type and the second in 12 or 14-point type.

The secondary heads have an important place in the daily

news headlines. They brighten up the center area of a page.

When there is an abrupt drop from major headlines, which are

huge and strong, to smaller structures, the page may appear to

be grey and weak. To overcome such an unwanted effect good

usage of secondary headlines will help the sub-editor. Secondary
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headlines are of prime importance in inside-page makeup. Here

they are ordinarily used in place of top heads, which frequently

are reserved for the front-page use only. They are also used as

main heads for stories in the inside pages. In the interest of the

good design and makeup of the newspaper two or three types of

good secondary headlines should be provided, with appropriate

sizes and styles of types and fonts.

Ex: English: HMWSSB failed to fulfil

Objectives, alleges Cong.

Telugu:

e. SUBORDINATE HEADS:

For smaller and less important stories headlines in type

sizes from 18 point downward to 12 point are used. Sometimes

down until 8 point. Such headlines are known as subordinate

heads. In most of the newspaper we find that subordinate heads

have 1 or 2 decks with 2 or 3 lines. The headline forms that are

used are often flush-left or drop-line and generally they are

written in bold face or bold face Italics.

For example: English

India should agree to tripartite talks

India should agree to tripartite talks
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There is no Telugu example in italic letters.

In many instances we find cross-line and inverted pyramids

being used. However, cross-line form of head in subordinate

headlines is not advisable because it is too small to admit a

sufficient number of words in it. Usage of larger sizes in

subordinate heads is necessary as one can be assured that

greater attention value and sufficient tone is present to break up

the dull mass of body type in a color. Though there is a necessity

of using several subordinate head it should always be

remembered that their usage should not be indiscriminate. Even

though arrangements such as usage of more number of

subordinate heads provide for a larger number of stories on the

page, such a practice is a great mistake. The resulting page

designs are grey, dull and uninteresting. So usage of subordinate

heads has to be done with lot of caution so that the page design

does not get spoiled.

f. CONTRAST HEADS:

Any headline that is used to add some variety and liveliness

to the page are called "feature" or "contrast heads". Placing two

headlines of the same type and sizes beside each other in

adjoining columns may not be so appealing to the page design. To

present such inevitable usages contrast heads are very useful. If

2 heads are arranged in the manner mentioned above tend to

make up a single unit as far as tone value is concerned. Greater

contrast it is believed, will make the resulting effects less

monotonous and more interesting.
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Contrast heads are generally set in italics or any other type

which can bring a wide contrast and make it different from the

types used in the main headline dress. About two or there lines

are used in a single column in width and size, depending upon

the effect that is desired. Many headline schedules have box-

heads or partially boxed heads as the contrast heads. Contrast

heads can be of one deck or two decks according to the

importance of the stories that are featured in the newspaper.

Common sizes used in contrast heads vary from 18 point, 24

point, to 30 point fonts. The 'Astonisher' type of headline is a

good example of a contrast head.

Ex: English:

KARUNANIDHI WARNS AGAINST SECESSIONIST FORCES

T.N.revives STF operations
Telugu:

g. CUT-LINES:

Like the headlines there are various types of heads, which

accompany pictures, and are basically used to display and

advertise the news as well as enlarge upon it. Such types of

heads should also be included in the headline schedule. Lines

that are used to explain or to help tell the news involved in an

illustration or a picture are called cut-lines. A line, which is

placed over or above the picture, is called "over-line" or "caption",

and the lines of type that are placed beneath or under the picture
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are called as "underlines". These over-lines and underlines

together are called cut-lines. Newspapers use cut-lines either

ways i.e. over and under the picture according to their

convenience and page design.

Generally bold face types and Italic faces are used for cut-

lines. The bold ones are more preferred as they have a stronger

design and more contrast is shown. Flush-left form or over-line

flush-left form are more often used in this case. Some times

these pictures are given titles, which form a part of the cut-lines.

These titles can feature either above or below the picture.

Another common plan that is used in cut-lines is that, first few

words in the first line of the under-lines acts as a title. These

words are usually set in capitals. Ordinarily 14 or 18-point type

is used over pictures of one column in width and 18 or 24-point

type are used for picture in two-column width. When cuts are

from one to three columns in width, the under-lines usually run

the full length of the printed picture. If the picture or

illustrations exceed 4 or more columns, cut-lines should be set in

two or more columns depending upon the size of the picture.

Such an arrangement for larger pictures is necessary because it

is difficult to read lines that are longer than three columns.

Square-Serif, Gothic, Roman types are commonly used for

cut-lines. Some newspapers prefer to box the caption over the

picture, and others let the first few words of the cut-line to serve

as a caption. Added emphasis could be created by making

captions or some times the underlines to feature in capitals or
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2.1.7 FUNCTIONS OF HEADLINES:

There are certain important functions that headlines perform.

Namely

a) To divide the news in the pages clearly and make it easier

for the reader.

b) To create a sense of interest in the reader by projecting the

news.

c) To create an index of the various news printed in the

papers.

d) To highlight the news according to fields they belong to. For

example: politics, reports, culture etc.

e) To give a brief outline of the news making it to the point,

quick, easier and concise.

2.1.8 RULES FOR WRITING HEADLINES:

According to Budaraju Radhakrishna (1995:126-129) one of

the most important functions of a sub-editor is to write

headlines. Writing the headlines is considered of prime

importance because it is these headlines that make the news

appear more interesting. According to him there are certain

essential points, which are to be taken note of while writing

headlines.

a) The main points of the stories sent by the reporters are to

be grasped and understood carefully by the sub-editor as

quickly as possible and develop a headline.

b) The headline should be written in such a manner that it is

properly fitted into the space allotted to it.

c) Usage of articles should be avoided.
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d) Active verbs could be used because their usage becomes

necessary.

c) Usage of auxiliary verbs like 'is', 'are', 'was', 'were', ' to be'

etc, should be avoided.

f) The units of the letters and their type sizes should be taken

note of while writing headlines. Proper count of units of

letters is very important to utilize the space provided for

headlines.

g) Good editing of the report is necessary, which provides the

sub-editor to give a good headline.

h) The headlines have to be written with considerable clarity,

which makes the reader understand the inner content of the

story easily.

i) It should always be noted that there should be good relation

between the headline and its content.

j) Small and simpler words should be used in headlines. Ex:

'go' or 'left' is better than 'departed', 'saw' is better than

'witnessed', 'talks' is better than 'consultations' and 'start' or

'begin' is better than 'commence'.

k) Different forms of headlines should be used according to the

page makeup so that an attractive page could be worked

out.

1) Exclamation marks and question marks should be avoided

as far as possible.

m) The headline should not be started with the verb.

n) The headline should always feature in active voice.

Thus inorder to capture the fascination of the readers the
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newspapers both Telugu and English try their best to design

the headlines. With regard to headlines they try to give some

variety of headlines. Comparatively American headlines are

more attractive that of Indian since its been advanced in mam"

ways in electronic media.

In Indian Newspapers too, many changes could be noticed.

And yet we can not find the same tempo on attraction every

day since 'advertisements' are the main sources for any

newspaper these days hence when there are more ads, the

sub editor does not give much importance to headlines. He

gives only plain headlines without any sort of shape. Popular

headlines like Pyramid, Inverted Pyramid, Flush left, Flush

Right, etc., consume a lot of time and space. For the daily

newspapers time factor is more important since they lack time

and the flow of the news will be more. That is why the sub-

editor tries to give the best but in the deadline time. The sub

editor must give a suitable title for that he must have mood as

well as patience. Hence patience and mood also play a

significant role in the world of newspapers.
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CHAPTER - 3

A NOTE ON EARLIER STUDIES:

This is an effort to review a few of earlier research

dissertations undertaken at a comparative level to assess

the translation discrepancies in reaching different target

people. Translation plays an important role in

Journalism especially when the same publishing house

publishes newspapers in two languages. There are

various challenges in this regard: Translators have to

take care of two important aspects while translating.

Firstly, they will have to capture the essence of the item

which they have to translate and present it without

distortion. Secondly, they will have to reach out to the

target people making the item coherent, intelligible and

appealing to them. Faced with these dualities, the role of

a translator becomes very important and crucial.

There have been studies on some aspects such as

headlines, advertisements etc., There were also efforts to

investigate the language used in journalism, study of

translation procedures and major problems in the
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process of translation like under-translation or over-

translation.

Vijaya narayana (1985) in his work, compared Telugu

and English in the aspect of the treatment of time in

translation from Telugu to English and Vice versa.

Ramachandra Reddy (1987) in his work, pointed out

some problems in English to Telugu translation with

regards to source language connotations, idioms,

compounds and sentence structures.

Sri Laxmi's (1991) work is useful, as it presented

various equivalents for single item and for possible

evaluations. She studied the problems of translating

cultural items, idiomatic expressions and proverbs from

Telugu to English.

Rajya Rama (1990) dealt with translation problems

in the advertising literature from English to Telugu. She

took note of various structural adjustments while

transferring.
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Selva Kumar (1992) examined the transfer of

headlines, through translation and paraphrase, one-to-

one translation etc. in the Tamil version of 'India Today'

from the "English Version'. He compared figuratives and

non-figurative expressions from the original to the

translated.

N. Ramesh (1992) worked on Some Aspects of Tamil

in the Language of Advertisements. He studied the

structure of Tamil Language in Tamil Advertisement and

identified unnaturality and deviations in the Tamil

Language structure because of direct translation from

corresponding English advertisements. Tamil language

used in advertisements differs substantially from day to

day usage. Differences at various levels viz. Lexical,

syntactic and semantic are found. This specialized form

of Tamil Advertisements' language is found to be unfree

or uncreative translation. So serious consideration was

given to advertising literature in Tamil.

T. Bharani (1996) examined the Problems of

Transfer: Translation of Headlines, Captions and Intros

(with special reference to Telugu and English versions of

'India Today'). She collected 300 headlines, 60 captions
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and 64 intros and Telugu versions of 'India Today'

published between July 1993 and June 1995. The

headlines, captions and Intros were selected with an eye

on the various aspects of both the source language and

the receptor language. Further, semantic and structural

adjustments in transfer were kept in view. Original

English headlines, captions and intros were compared

with that of Telugu (word to word) translation. This

enabled the analysis of various changes in the gist,

essence, form and meaning of the items while

transferring messages from English to Telugu. Five

parameters were considered for understanding the

nature of transfer like constituent structure of the

constructions in Headlines and captions, length of

headlines and captions, functional types like statements,

commands etc., expressions in headlines and finally

translation types to determine the way message was

transferred.

G. Padma Sree (1997) worked a Translation of

Middles - An Analysis (with special reference to Eenadu

Newspaper). Middles (a journalistic term) are one of the

widely read items of newspaper. Various translation

procedures and problems in them were studied.
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Additions (of words and sentences), deletions (of words

and sentences), modulation (changes in perspectives,

viewpoint i.e. shift in the lexical element) were analysed

and possible reasons for the same were examined.

Further major problems in translation process like-over-

translation leading to extra-explanation and thus

diversions-or presence of excessive English usage in

translation were also studied. After presenting an

analysis of the problems in Middles translation which

might arise due to failure to captures irony, technical and

cultural terms, lengthy and complex sentences, presence

of acronyms, idioms etc. The researcher has identified

various procedures followed by translators to solve some

of their problems. This study is limited to little middle,

which if extended can be helpful in evolving a more

standard theory of translation processes.
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SCOPE OF THE PRESENT STUDY:

Newspapers aim to communicate, transfer, and spread

the day to day happenings in the contemporary society

covering local, regional, national, international news to the

readers. So it is important that the newspapers carry the best

of information in the best possible form. Maximum

information should be fitted into the newspaper to maintain

its daily outflow of news. This large content of news in the

newspaper should be placed in a systematic manner, which

is possible only through headlines. Headlines play an

important role in displaying the news in the newspaper

systematically, clearly and attractively. Hence the study of

headlines is of utmost importance to editors and sub-editors.

Most of the raw information that the newspapers receive

can be in different languages. It is in the hands of the sub-

editor to translate that news and give a proper headline to it.

It is the headline that attracts the reader towards the news as

well as the newspaper. Translating the news and Writing

good headlines is vital to any newspaper.

The present study involves an examination of the

process of translation undertaken in a select Telugu and

English dailies with special reference to headlines. An

attempt is made in the study to understand the nature of

translation, various processes involved and consequent

problems with reference to translation pertaining to news
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headlines from English to Telugu. The study is exclusively

centered on English dailies namely, New Indian Express,

Deccan Chronicle and News Time. The Telugu dailies in the

study are Andhra Prabha. Andhra Bhoomi and Eenadu. For a

comprehensive comparison of the data collected, English and

Telugu dailies of the same publishers were selected. New

Indian Express

Majority of the Indian population happens to be illiterate

or partially literate and do not have access to every kind of

news in print media. But substantial sections of population

are curious to know the day-to-day happenings in the

contemporary society in terms of social, political, economic

development and cultural aspects have limitations of access

either to the headlines or verbal transmission of headlines of

a particular day. It is very important to know that this major

segment of population though is limited to the headlines

alone, but never has the access to the content of the text i.e.

presentation of news, facts, arguments. In this respect, it is

significant that the headlines play a major role in influencing,

regulating, psyche of such readers who are value free of their

judgements are carried away by the headlines.

Therefore it becomes important to understand the dynamics

involved in effective translation of the headlines from English

to Telugu, as there are various methods to be followed to
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retain the original content, meaning, and syntactic structure

of the headlines.

OBJECTIVES OF THE STUDY:

In the light of the above mentioned aspects the

objectives of the study are as follows:

(1) To study the presentation of the issues in the form of

news headlines in the dailies, New Indian Express-Andhra

Prabha, Deccan Chronicle-Andhra Bhoomi and Newstime-

Enadu.

(2) To obtain a comprehensive understanding of the news

headlines and its transfer, a systematic review of earlier

studies is carried out so as to examine the grammatical

nature sentence length and semantic functions.

(3) To emphasize on metaphor, idioms, figurative expressions

that are present in two language versions in the above

said news papers.
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CLASSIFICATION OF HEADLINES

The data presented below consists of 600 headlines both

in English and Telugu, and is collected from 6 newspapers-

l.New Indian Express, Andhra Prabha, 2. Newstime, Eenadu

and 3. Deccan Chronicle, Andhra Bhoomi - which are

published by three leading publishing houses, during 1st

January 2000 to 30th March 2000.

The basis for the news item originally is written in

English. However, headlines are given by the respective sub-

editors of the two languages separately and independent of

each other. All these headlines are largely based on the lead

given in the originally composed news item that comes from a

reporter, to the sub-editor. However, the reporter may or may

not, give the headline while sending the news item.

For my data both English and Telugu of the same

publication pair, 6 newspapers have been taken into account.

Here number of differences could be observed in the same

publication and at same time there are many differences in

some of the English and Telugu newspapers. I have prepared

three tables which project different columns such as:

Language of the headline both English and Telugu, the

semantic function of the sentence: whether figurative or non-
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could be viewed in terms of verb phrases and noun phrases.

With regard to sentence function, we have given the nature of

the sentence: whether it is declarative, exclamatory, or

interrogative. The length of sentence could be observed in

terms of long or short. Sentence with less than five words is

regarded as short sentence and a sentence with more than

five words regarded as long sentence.

In each table, 100 headlines both English and Telugu have

been given. For each newspaper three tables have been

prepared under the tables: Master table 1, Master table 2 and

Master table 3.

Master table 1 relates to the headlines of the New Indian

Express and Andhra Prabha.

Master table 2 relates to the headlines of Deccan

Chronicle and Andhra Bhoomi.

Master Table 3 relates to the headlines of Newstime and

Eenadu
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Master Table: 1

Analysis of headlines in New Indian Express and
Andhra Prabha (English to Telugu)
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If we observe the above table i.e., Table 1 relating to the

headlines in New Indian Express and Andhra Prabha, we find

200 headlines. However each pair of headlines is given one

row. The English headline is considered as source text. And

Telugu headlines as target text.
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The analysis of the headlines may be briefly and
numerically presented as follows:

English Headlines

English Figurative Headline 52
English Non-Figurative Headline 42

English headlines verb phases as 72
Noun phases as 18
Headlines in declarative 100

It may be noted that Exclamatory and Interrogative headlines
are not found in English newspapers, which we considered.

Long Headlines 72
Short headlines 28

Telugu Headlines:
Figurative Headlines 52
Non-Figurative headlines 42

Verb Phases as headlines 19
Noun phases as headlines 81

Declarative Headlines 93
Interrogative Headlines 04
Exclamatory headlines 03
Long headlines 31
Short headlines 69

This table indicates lot of differences between English and

Telugu headlines. Though figurative and non-figurative

headlines in both languages are almost equal in number, a

great difference can be viewed with regard to Verb phases and

noun phases. In respect of sentence function in Telugu.
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there are three exclamatory and four interrogative headlines

only. The rest are declarative. But it is not so in the case of

English, since one could hardly find exclamatory and

interrogative.

Master Table 2

Anasysis of headlines in Deccan Chronocle and
Andhrabhoomi
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if we observe the above table 3 relating to the headlines in

Deccan Chronicle and Andhra Prabha, we find 200 headlines.

However each pair headlines is given in one row.

The analysis of the headlines may be briefly and
numerically presented as follows.

English headlines

English figurative headlines 60
Non figurative words 40

Verb phases as headlines 97
Noun phases as headlines 3

Declarative headlines 98
Interrogative interrogative headlines 2
Exclamatory headlines 0

Long headlines 47
Short headlines 53
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Telugu headlines
Figurative headlines
Non figurative headlines

Verb phases as headlines
Noun phases as headlines

Declarative headlines
Interrogative headlines
Exclamatory headlines

Long headlines
Short headlines

57
43

3
97

90
02
08

22
78

Master Table 3
The analysis of Headlines in Newstime and Eenadu (English -
Telugu)
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106

Interrogative headlines 01
Exclamatory 00

Long headlines 49
Short headlines 51

Telugu headlines
Figurative headlines 41
Non-Figurative headlines 59

Verb Phases as headlines 23
Noun phases as headlines 77

Declarative headlines 91
Interrogative 08
Exclamatory 01

Long headlines 34
Short headlines 66
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in New Indian Express there are 52\ 100 figuratives while

Andhra Prabha also gives the same number of figurative

headlines i.e.. 52/100. In New Indian Express there are 100

out of 100. But in Andhra Prabha they arc 93 out of 100.

Interrogative are nil in English. But in Telugu 4 interrogatives

are found. There are no exclamatory headlines in English.

But in Telugu there are 3 exclamatory headlines. In English

short headlines are 28\ 100. But in Telugu they are 69\100.

Long headlines in English are 72 out of 100 and in Telugu

there are 31 out of 100. Compared to the rest, this particular

paper New Indian Express gives 72 long headlines.

In the second pair of Deccan Chronicle and Andhra

Bhoomi, there are 60/100 figuratives and non-figuratives are

40, 100. In Andhra Bhoomi there are 57/100 figuratives and

43/100 non-figuratives. In Deccan Chronicle there are

03/100 noun phases and 97/100 verb phases. In Andhra

Bhoomi there are 96/100 noun phases and 04/100 verb

phrases. In Deccan Chronicle there are 98/ 100 declaratives

and 02/100 interrogatives. But exclamatory are nil. In

Andhra Bhoomi there are 90/100 declaratives, 02/100

interrogatives. and 08/ 100 exclamatory. In Deccan Chronicle

there are 53/100 short headlines and 47/ 100 long headlines.

In Andhra Bhoomi short headlines are 78/100 and 22/100

are long headlines.
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In the third pair, namely Newstime and Eanadu, there

are 46/100 figuratives and 54/100 non- figurative in

Newstime. In Eanadu are figurative 41/100 and non-

figurative are 59/100. In Newstime there are 04/100 noun

phases and 96/100 verb phases. But in Eanadu there are

76/100 noun phases and 24/ 100 verb phases. The number

of declaratives in Newstime are 99/100 while interrogatives

are only 01/100. But Exclamatory sentence are nil. In

Eanadu there are 91/100 declaratives, 08/100 interrogatives

and 01/100 Exclamatory. In Newstime the short headlines

are 51/100 and long headlines are 49/100. In Eanadu there

arc 66/ 100 short headlines and 34/ 100 long headlines.

On the whole in English newspapers it is evident that

there are no exclamatory sentences. In all the English

newspapers the number of verb phrases are more in number

but in Telugu noun phrases are more in number. Declarative

are more in number in all the newspapers irrespective of the

language. With regard to short headlines, Telugu has more

short headlines. In English long headlines are more in

number. This may be due to the stylistic preferences of the

journalists of the respective languages. These are the

differences, which we may observe in this table.
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Table - 5
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This table is a summary of all the four tables: 1,2,3, and

4. These four tables have been summarised into one single

table i.e.. table 5. This table also gives a complete picture of

all the four tables in a summary fashion. In the present table

three English papers and three Telugu papers have been

taken. In each column 300 headlines have been taken.

I. Semantic Function: This table shows how figurative

headlines of English are replaced by figurative headlines of

Telugu. Such function is known as 'Semantic function of

headline . The details of figurative and non-figurative

headlines in all the 6 news papers are given below.

Englsih figurative by Telugu figurative 98/300
English non-figurative by Telugu non-figurative 80/300
English figurative by Telugu non-figurative 58/300
English non-figurative by Telugu figurative b4/300

Total: 300/300

If we observe this table, we may observe that figurative

English by figurative Telugu is more in number. But least in

number are figurative English by non-figurative Telugu. i.e

58/300.

II. Grammatical nature of headline: This column projects

the grammatical nature of the headlines and the replacement

of English noun-phrases and verb phases by Telugu noun

phases and verb phases.

The following is the numerical summary of the table
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English verb phases by Telugu verb phases 40/300
English noun phases by Telugu noun phases 27/300
English verb phases by Telugu noun phases 223/300
English noun phases by Telugu verb phases 10/300

Total: 300/300

In the Telugu headlines the number of verb phases are

very few. While English verb phases figured more in number.

This table also shows the following replacements in
particular:

English noun phases by Telugu noun phases 27/300
English verb phases by Telugu noun phases 223/300

Here English verb phrases have been replaced in Telugu by

noun phrases and they arc 223 in number. In English noun

phases are replaced by Telugu verb phases in 10 instances.

III.Sentence Function: The following is the numerical

summary of replacement of sentence function of English by

Telugu headlines.

English Declarative by Telugu Declarative 69/300
English Declarative by Telugu Exclamatory 19/300
English Declarative by Telugu Interrogative 07/300
English Exclamatory by Telugu Declarative 01/300
English Exclamatory by Telugu Interrogative 00/300
English Exclamatory by Telugu Exclamatory 02/300
English Interrogative by Telugu Declarative 02/300
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English Interrogative by Telugu Exclamatory 00/300
English Interrogative by Telugu Interrogative 00/300

Here the number of English declaratives replaced by

Telugu declarative is 69. But comparatively English

declaratives replaced by Telugu Exclamatories are rather less

and are 19. Telugu newspapers have shown more

interrogative usages i.e., 07. Exclamatory is only 1.

Replacement of English exclamatory by Telugu Interrogative

0. Replacement of English exclamatories by Telugu

exclamatories are only 2. This replacement is equal.

Replacement of English interrogative by Telugu declarative 2,

which are less in number. Replacement of English

interrogative by Telugu exclamatory is o, Replacement of

English Interrogative by Telugu interrogative 0. The above

ones are not found both in English and Telugu headlines

where they are replaced.

IV. Sentence length of English and Telugu Headlines: It

shows the sentence length of English and Telugu headlines in

terms of replacement.

English short headlines by Telugu short headlines 94/300

English Long headlines by Telugu long headlines 52/300

English short headlines by Telugu long headlines 32/300

English long headlines by Telugu short headlines 122/300
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In 94 instances English short headlines have been

replaced by Telugu headlines and 52 English long headlines

are replaced by Telugu long headlines. In English long

headlines are found in large number while there are less in

Telugu. With regard to replacement of English short

headlines by Telugu long headlines there are 32 instances.

Finally English long headlines are replaced by Telugu short

headlines in 122 instances. This figure proves that there are

more long headlines in English compared to Telugu.

Thus the present table vividly projects the nature of the

above 4 tables which explains the grammatical nature in

figure as well as figurative etc.
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CONCLUSION



CONCLUSION

An attempt is made in this study to understand the

nature of translation, various processes involved and

consequent problems with reference to translation pertaining

to news headlines from English and Telugu. The study is

exclusively concentrated on the English dailies (New Indian

Express, Newstime and Deccan Chronicle) and Telugu dailies

(Andhra Prabha, Eenadu and Andhra Bhoomi). For the sake of

comparison of data an English and a Telugu daily of the same

publishers hence has been considered i.e., New Indian

Express and Andhra Prabha belong to the same publication,

similarly Newstime and Eenadu; so also Deccan Chronicle and

Andhra Bhoomi. Data has been collected for a period of three

months. A total number of 600 headlines have been collected.

The work begins with (chapter 1) an analysis of the importance

of translation in the present world of intercultural exchanges.

An attempt is made to trace the history of translation, its role

and us emergence as a specialised branch of study. Further,

various definitions of translation offered by NIDA, Catford and

Newmark are discussed. This chapter also enumerate some

other aspects of translation, namely, types and methods of

translation.
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The second chapter deals with various aspects

concerning headlines, their functions, forms, nature and other

aspects like headline schedule, rules for writing headlines etc.

The third chapter presents an overview of the earlier

studies. The earlier studies focused mainly on advertisements.

magazines, captions, middles, and intros. The present work is

devoted to the study of headlines in dailies which has not been

attempted earlier.

In the fourth chapter there is a presentation of the data

pertaining to the news headlines. Data has been classsified

based on the semantic function of the headline, grammatical

nature of the headline, sentence function of the headline and

sentence length of the headline. A comparative study of the

various headlines in the dailies in English and Telugu

brought out by the same publisher has been attempted.

The variables for analysis are as follows.

a. semantic function of the sentence whether it is figurative or

non-figurative.

b. The grammatical nature of the headline is viewed in terms

of verb phases and noun phrases.

c. The sentence functions: in terms of declarative, exclamatory

or interrogative.
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d. The length of the sentence whether it is long or short. A

sentence with more than 5 words is regarded as long

sentence, other wise it is considered short. The data

collected is tabulated accordingly.

The findings of the study are as follows

a. Regarding the semantic function of the sentence, No

significant difference is found. The number of figurative

headlines are same in number both in Telugu as well as in

English.

b. Regarding the grammatical nature of the sentence, a huge

gap is observed between the headlines in Telugu and

English. Most of the headlines in English are verb phases in

nature where as the Telugu headlines consisted of noun-

phrases. This is the descrepancy found in our study. This

may be attributed to differences in the journalistic styles

adopted by English and Telugu newspapers.

c. Regarding the sentence function, most of the headlines are

in the declarative form where as the number of headlines

with interrogative and exclamatory forms are very few in

number in both the languages.
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Regarding the sentence length, we found that longer

headliners are more in number in English while Telugu has

shorter headlines. This may be due to preference for verb

phrases by English journalists and for noun phrases by

Telugu journalists.
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